
NATIONAL CROSSROADS ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

RUGBY 4Til OCTOBER, 1984

Representatives from Salford Crossroads:-

Mrs. F. Stryker
Mrs. J. Cunliffe

also attending:-

Mrs. A. Harvey
Mr. K. Myett

Norman Banner (Warrington) precided as Chairman of the
executive Committee and gave a wurm welcome to all, introducinF
the Executive Committer members for the benefit of those
present on their first visit.

The Auditors were re-elected and the acceptance of the new
Chairman and two vice-chairmen of the association took place.
Chairman - Dr. Richard Hudson-Evans.

Vice Chairmen - Ms. Sankey and Mr. N. Banner.

Secret Ballots

Thirty five FOR - fifteen AGAINST. CARRIED.

Availability of Policy Insurance

Thirty six FOR - Two AGAF'ST. CARRIED.

^ Copies will be sent to all Crossroads Schemes.

At this point a presentatitfW to the retiring Chairman of the
Association - Mr. Leonard Mathews, was in the firm of a beaStiful
circular silver tray with suitable inscription. A basket of '
flowers was presented to Pat Osborne, Chief Executive Officer.
^jt Do"n?> Chairman, National Health Service Training
Ten Yearl"? afternoon session with a talk on "The Next

Tricia Holmes gave the figures at present standing. Growth was
SrCSrS sSIn^%73? Ca'^^^ - attendants %Z\Z\o
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Induction - Pilot basic Course

A lengthy and slightly heated change of questions and answers
followed between Executives and Crossroads representatives.

1. What about cover for Crossroads Attendants and Co-ordinators.
Pay by hour and pension scheme if qualifying these people
to certain standards of nursing came into being?

2. Who pays the bill ?

3« Would the Executives please givo long and deep thought
before embarking on such training ?

4. Would Co-ordinators be trained and then have the Co-ordinators
train the attendants ?

5. What surity of retaining those at present employed after
training - or any future employee of Crossroads ?

The only reply of any substance was the promise that no further
action of a positive nature would be made until further communication
was made to all Crossroads Schemes.

However, a ratio of sixteen to each scheme was being considered.
Two to be given in the Spring and two in the autumn - of each year ?

It could not be argued that a greater degree of dissatisfaction
regarding the Training Scheme was more iminent than possibly
anticipated.

NOTE A booklet "People with spinal injuries" was recommended
for reading. Price £2.00

«, Regional Meeting Angela Brown

Prestwich Hospital 29th November 1984.

A "Thankyou" to Anna from Kevin, Francis and Jess for driving
to Rugby.
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